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In  the  couple  of  previous  issues  of  this
newsletter, the issues which are being repeatedly
raised and widely propagated against the existing
standard for Tamil in Unicode in order to promote
a  new  standard  for  Tamil  in  Unicode  were
analysed.  However  one is  still  not  clear  in  his
mind  and  does  not  get  an  answer  for  the
following  lingering  questions:  Is  the  existing
Tamil Unicode flawless? If not, what are the real
issues and is it possible to resolve these issues?

The position is that, there are some deficiencies
in  the  existing  Tamil  Unicode.  Never-the-less,
these issues can be resolved without changing
Unicode in full.  Through the different  issues of
this open news letters, the author endeavors to
discuss these issues both from the technical and
language perspectives and aims at arriving at an
appropriate  proposal  for  Unicode.  This  news
letter  is  dedicated to analyse the issues in the
existing Unicode standard for Tamil language.

Tamil writing system

At the very outset, it needs to be noted that the
Tamil  writing system is  an Orthographic writing
system.  It  consists  of  phonemic  and  syllabic
writing  elements.  In  Tamil,  an  orthographic
syllable is formed by a combination of consonant
and vowel and one or more graphemes are used
to  write  an  orthographic  syllable.  Thus  the
orthographic  syllable  is always  an  individual
visual  unit,  irrespective  of  the  number  of
graphemes used to write that syllable.

For example, the Tamil letter ªè£ (ko) is formed
by the combination of two characters ‚ 'k' and å
'o'.  But,  in  the  writing  system  it  is  a  single
orthograph  which  is  written  using  three
graphemes (allograph of  â 'e', base form è 'ka'
and  allograph  of  Ý 'aa').  Also,  in  Tamil,  the
written order of the graphemes varies from that
of the phonemic order of orthographic syllable in
text.  The  auxiliary  signs  present  in  an
orthographic  syllable  indicates  the  vowel  and
acts as a visual aid for reading the written text. 

Unicode  has  handled  the  mismatch  of
graphemes and the linguistic components of an
orthographic  syllable very wisely by introducing
the  Normalisation  process  which  ensures  a
unique  spelling.  For  example,  the  Tamil  letter

ªè£ 'ko'  could  be  composed  in  two  different
ways. It can be constructed by either using two
codes or by using three codes of  the Unicode.
This  choice  actually depends  on the  choice  of
keyboard  implementation.  This  problem  is
resolved  by  the  Normalisation  process,  after
which the Tamil letter ªè£ 'ko' would comprise of
only two codes  of  Unicode.  Thus,  by encoding
the  abstract  characters  to  represent  the
allographs of Tamil Vowels, Unicode ensures the
linguistic nature of Tamil.

In Tamil, though there are some commonalities
amongst the signs of the same vowel, they differ
in  shape  and  also  the  place  at  which  it  gets
attached to the base consonant.  Further,  these
shapes  also  vary  based  on  the  varying
calligraphy. The  nuances  of  the  combining
feature  of  Unicode  to  produce  aesthetic  Tamil
text  is  handled  by  the  OpenType  Font
Technology.

In a consonant cluster, the last consonant in the
sequence combines with a vowel and forms an
orthographic  syllable.  It  is  adequately
demonstrated  in  the  following  examples;
õ£›‚¬è (Vaazhkkai), b˜Š¹ (theerppu) etc.

Issues related to Tamil in Unicode

Unicode has encoded only the characters of the
script. Thus, encoding for  Tamil  in the Unicode
standard is also based on the script. On analysis
of the encoded Tamil characters based on Tamil
grammar, the following errors are observed:

1. Unicode has encoded 'pulli'  as TAMIL SIGN
VIRAMA which is not a character.

2. In Unicode, Tamil consonants are encoded as
two  part  combining  codes  wherein  two  codes
combines to form a consonant as in the example
è +• =>‚. However,  formation  of  consonants
using  two  different  codes  is  not  as  per  the
percepts of Tamil Grammar. 

Justifications

The consonants in Tamil are written with a dot on
top. It has not been formed by a combination of
Ü 'a' consonant and a 'pulli' (dot). This has been
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documented  in  "Tholkappiyam",  our  ancient
Tamil Grammar in its verse 15:

ªñŒJ¡ ÞòŸ¬è ¹œO«ò£´ G¬ôò™.

meyyin iyarkai pulliyodu nilaiyal

In  Tamil,  the  'a'  vowelised  consonants  (è,é,ê
etc) form the basis for writing all the remaining
vowel-consonants.  The  vowel-consonant  itself
takes different shapes based on the joining vowel
by extending the base consonant. This has also
been documented in "Tholkappiyam", in its verse
17:

¹œO J™ô£ â™ô£ ªñŒ»‹
à¼¾¼ õ£A Üèó«ñ£ ´J˜ˆî½‹
ã¬ù àJ«ó£´ à¼¾FK‰ ¶J˜ˆî½‹
Ýf Kòô àJ˜ˆî õ£«ø.

pulli yilla ella meiyum
uruuru vaagi agaramo duyirthalum
eanai uyirodu uruvuthirin thuyirthalum
aayie riyala uyirtha vaare

All consonants are summarily primary characters
which has 'pulli'  (dot)  on top.  Thus,  the vowel-
consonant written without the dot, as mentioned

in  the  above verse  of  Tholkappiyam has  been
derived  by a  special  process,  'deleting  action'.
This  action  removes  the  dot.  This  comes  to
prove  that  by default,  the  consonants  are  with
'pulli'  (dot)  and  that  the  consonants  do  not
acquire this dot by a special process of addition
as is encoded in the existing Unicode.

Another treatise of Tamil Grammar, Nannool has
also documented the formation of Uyirmei letters
in its verse 89.

¹œOM†´ Üšªõ£´ º¡Â¼ õ£A»‹ 
ã¬ù àJ«ó£´ à¼¾ FK‰¶‹
àJó÷ õ£ŒÜî¡ õ®ªõ£Nˆ¶ Þ¼õJ¡
ªðòªó£´‹ åŸÁº¡ ù£Œõ¼‹ àJ˜ªñŒ.

pullivittu avvodu munnuru vaagiyum
eanai uyirodu uruvu thirindhum
uyirala vaayadhan vadivozhithu iruvayin
peyarodum otrumun naaivarum uyirmei

This also proves that the base consonant without
dot is formed by omitting (deletion) the 'pulli' (dot)
and  this  functions  as  the  base  letter  to  form
uyirmei letters. Hence forming the consonants by
adding  the  'pulli'  (dot)  is  against  the  Tamil
grammar.  Moreover,  representation  of  a  single
character  with  two  encoded  characters  which
have  two  distinct  encoded  values  is  a
fundamental mistake.


